Meter Register / Numbers

- Gallons
- Millions
  (Some meters do not have millions)
- Hundred thousands
- Ten thousands
- Thousands
- Ones
  (Painted on dial)
- Tens
- Hundreds

0 6 3 5 4 8 0
How to Read A Water Meter

- Meter is read in thousands
  - Last 3 numbers are not included

Ones column is stationary (Painted on – does not move or change)

Ones number is recorded by red Gallon Indicator arm
Small Meter – $\frac{3}{4}$ & 1 inch

One zero painted on dial
Medium Meter – 1.5 & 2 inch

Two zero’s painted on dial
Large Meter – 3 to 10 inch

Three zero’s painted on dial
**Meter Register / Parts**

- **Leak Detector**
- **Reading**
- **Indicator Arm**
- **Single Gallons**
- **Half-gallon marks**
- **1/10th Gallon marks**

**GALLONS**

Reading Indicator Arm

- Single Gallons
- Half-gallon marks
- 1/10th Gallon marks